Dr Lisa Turner (DrLisaTurner.com) is
a renowned visionary, author,
channel and master spiritual
teacher. Founder of Psycademy, Lisa
has shared her proven spiritual
technology that enables a deep
connection to spirit with over 30,000
spiritual practitioners worldwide.

INTERESTED IN:
Seminars
Workshops

SPEAKER TOPICS
INCLUDE:
The Divine Evolution of Society - Discover the
underlying spiritual cause behind all major shifts in
society, including those that seem ‘negative’ and their
true purpose.
Becoming An Abundant Spiritual Leader – How to
awaken your connection to Source, activate your
spiritual leader PowerCentres and become the
spiritual leader you were meant to be, plus create the
abundance you deserve…while still staying true to
your divine power.
Activate Your Spiritual Business Chakras –
Understand the blocks that are holding you back and
unlock the secrets to creating the ultimate Spiritual
Business Success!

Psycademy is the only spiritual academy to offer the
techniques that reliably create full spiritual
awakening and connection, effectively removing the
cause of emotional and spiritual pain. Lisa is the
creator of a variety of proven models that explain our
past and predict our future and increase success
including ‘Activation of Your Profit Chakras’ and
‘Spiritual Leadership PowerCentres’.
Lisa is a highly charismatic and personable public
speaker and has many years experience both on
stage and in front of the camera, at corporate events
and for media interviews. She has appeared on TV
programmes such as This Morning, SkyNews and ITV
News, a variety of local radio and has featured in a
wide range of press including Kindred Spirit, Marie
Claire, Psychologies, Metro, The Sun, The Daily
Express, Top Santé and others.

The True Power of Sexual Energy – Discover the
hidden power of sexual energy and how to harness it
to increase your wealth AND experience better
orgasms!
Simple Steps to Awaken Your Spirituality –
Understand the mechanics of your soul and learn a
guaranteed way for you to awaken spirituality, easily,
without guesswork, or much of the usual pain,
problems and meltdowns that can often occur along
the way.

"Lisa is a Real PRO and a joy to have on the show!"
– Eamonn Holmes, TV Presenter

To book Lisa to speak at your event, please contact her speaker team on
+44 (0)1603 743363 or email speak@psycademy.co.uk

